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February 3, 2020

Opening date for entries and
sample shipment
June 19, 2020

Closing date for entries and
sample shipment
From Tuesday August 18 to
Friday August 21, 2020

Spirits Selection by Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles in
Barranquilla, Colombia

Thursday September 3, 2020

Results announcement online
www.spiritsselection.com

THE ALL-IMPORTANT CHECKING AND TRAINING SYSTEMS


sample checks

We check shipments of spirits and the official accompanying
documents and reject any samples that do not meet the
clauses of our rules. The Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is the
first international competition to introduce a post-event check
on award winning spirits to ensure the legitimacy of its results.
After the competition, a selection of award-winning samples

JUDGES’ PROFILE
Every spirit entered comes under the scrutiny of over 100 highly
qualified judges from across the globe. Judges at the Spirits
Selection are bone fide members of the trade who earn their
living through spirits and live for spirits 365 days a year. They are
international buyers and shippers, engineers and master blenders,
journalists, specialist spirits writers and critics, WSET educators,
researchers and representatives from industry organizations.

JUDGES’ TRAINING
Online entries at
www.spiritsselection.com
To follow Spirits Selection
stay connected:

#spiritsselection
#barranquilla2020
@spiritsselection
SPIRITS SELECTION
60 rue de Mérode
1060 Brussels - Belgium
 +32 2 533 27 67  +32 2 533 27 61
 spirits@vinopres.com

The huge array of spirits available makes tasting them complex.
It is impossible for a taster to be fully proficient in every category.
With contributions from the members of the panel, Spirits
Selection has developed a guide -“Spirits Sensory Guidelines”-,
which describes the typicity and a-typicity of each category and
sub-category and their primary faults. The competition holds a
day of master classes prior to the event to present and discuss
the evolving document. This enables judges to hone their
judgement for categories with which they are the least familiar.

is analysed by an authorised laboratory to compare them with
the spirits available commercially.


organisation checks

From its advent, the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles has been
recognised by the European Union as an official organisation
with the power to award medals to wines and spirits.

ENTRY PROFILES
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 A touring competition: Spirits Selection

2020 will take place in Barranquilla,
Colombia
 Over 100 international judges representing

25 nationalities

 Pre- and post-event checks to guarantee

the reliability of the results
 Promotional events for awarded spirits
 An annually updated snapshot of the

global spirits industry

OUR HOST – THE CITY OF BARANQUILLA, COLOMBIA
18-21 AUGUST 2020
Barranquilla, in northern Colombia, has been chosen to
host the 2020 competition. By hosting Spirits Selection,
Colombia wants to position itself as an international rum
platform, offering an unrivalled media opportunity for all
Caribbean rums.
For the 4th time in its history, Spirits Selection will take place
in Latin America. After Brazil in 2014, Mexico in 2016, and
Chile in 2017, spirits specialists will all gather in the town
of Barranquilla, along the Caribbean Sea to assess the best
spirits in the world, from 18 to 21 August 2020.
«Barranquilla and the Caribbean region are places
where internationally awarded rums are produced», says
Marta Perez, vice-president regional sales in Puerto de
Oro. « Spirits Selection will be the perfect occasion for
professional tasters and enthusiasts to discover the rich
culture and heritage surrounding them.»

million liters per year. The last 10 years have seen growth
in spirits imports, with whisky the 3rd most consumed
spirit (13.5 million liters), followed by tequila (1.8 million
liters), and vodka and gin (with just under 900,000 liters).
According to the WHO, Colombians drink on average 6,2
liters of pure alcohol per year, even though two thirds
of this volume is beer: these figures have been strongly
increasing over the past 8 years, and Colombians spend
on average around 262 USD every year on alcoholic
drinks.
Colombia is currently the 4th largest consumer of
alcoholic drinks in Latin America, just after Brazil.
Spirits Selection by CMB will be held concurrently with the
Sabor Barranquilla event.

Aguardiente (also known as Guaro), the most widelydrunk spirit in Colombia with 72 million liters, is an
anise-flavoured sugar cane distillate wildy, even though
the Caribbean region shows a preference for rums, the
second most consumed spirit in the country with 18
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THIERRY HEINS

BAUDOUIN HAVAUX

Agricultural Engineer
and Director of Spirits Selection

Chairman of the
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles

"Key features of Spirits Selection are its independence,
its strict standards and its quality control. With a team
of professionals and international judges selected for
their tasting abilities we can guarantee reliable results
that are recognised by the industry and appreciated by
consumers. Our quest for reliability and promotion of
the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles endorsement are the
primary missions of our organization."

"The aim of the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is to
promote the culture and awareness of spirits and to
guide consumer choice. Consumers can be naturally
reticent about selecting spirits they are not familiar with
– the competition’s task is therefore to help spirits lovers
broaden their culture and encourage them to discover
new spirits."

www.spiritsselection.com

TESTIMONIALS
Dominic Roskrow – UK – Editor
of Cask Magazine and Whisky
Quarterly, and former Editor of
Whisky Magazine and features
Editor of Whisky Advocate

" I have attended many
competitions and the Spirits Selection
by Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is by
far and away the best. Everything from
the way we tasted a ‘warm up’ spirit each
morning, to the smooth delivery of the
spirits, to the way the spirits were scored
was highly immersive. I was in awe of
my fellow judges and learned so much.
And I now consider a double gold from
Spirits Selection by Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles as the highest accolade in the
industry. "

Johan Venter – South Africa Group General Manager of the
Centre of Excellence Intrinsic
department of Distell Ltd

" It was my first
intervention at Spirits
Selection. Wow, was I
impressed. The high standard of judging
and professionalism is exceptional! The
idea of master classes, especially with unknown products like Baijiu was wonderful.
I did all the reading you sent, that trigged
me to do some extra reading but still it was
the master classes with the tastings that
brought the whole picture together. With
that it gave me the confidence to do the
Baijiu tastings. "

Gary Itkin – US - General
Manager & Buyer – Bottlerocket
Wine & Spirit, NYC

" Big thanks to you and
the whole Vinopres and
Spirits Selection team.
What you guys put together every year is
amazing. "
Simon Weiss – Germany Managing Director and Founder
of Idea Distillers GmhH

" Well, I have thought a
lot about this trip and
I always come to the
same conclusion: it was overwhelming
and absolutely fantastic! I have already
participated in a few other spirits contests.
Normally you do your tasting, then in the
afternoon some sightseeing. That was my
expectation for Spirits Selection, too. But
it was nothing like that! I never expected
what you organized and what we did! It
was so great! "

A GLOBAL
COMPETITION
WITH A THREEFOLD MISSION
Globalisation within the spirits market
offers substantial opportunities
though at the same time poses
significant challenges for consumers,
producers and distributors. In this
context, the scale and professionalism
of the Spirits Selection can help:
 Producers establish a benchmark
for their spirits and identify new
opportunities.
 Distributors build up an attractive
portfolio of spirits from around the
globe and secure a place in the
global market.
 Consumers select spirits from an
extensive, constantly evolving offer
that will fulfil their expectations by
achieving maximum pleasure for
money.

